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CHECKLIST 
 

EMPLOYEE MENTAL HEALTH & WELLNESS  
 

 
 

Without a healthy mind, body, accomplishing your daily work goals can be difficult. If you work 
from home, you know that sometimes you can experience loneliness, isolation, and the inability 
to switch your mind off. Regardless of where you are working from, it is imperative to take care 
of yourself and your mental health. Below is a checklist to help you take care of your own 
mental health, regardless of where you are working from.  
 
 
Create a schedule and stick to your routine.  
 

❑ Schedule short breaks throughout the day (about 15 minutes each).  

❑ Include fun activities for the day in your break schedule.  

 

Stay physically active and healthy.  

❑ Go for a walk, bike ride, dance or do an at home workout. Minimum 20 minutes. This 
lowers anxiety.  

❑ Have your coworkers join in on the fun and workout together.  

❑ Stay hydrated. Make sure you drink 2 liters of water a day.  

❑ Take a few minutes to stretch.  

 

Get creative; stimulate your mind.  

❑ Color using a coloring book. 

❑ Draw or create something. 

❑ Listen to music that calms you. 

❑ Listen to a podcast.  

 

Meditate and disconnect.  

❑ Disconnect from social media unless it is necessary to complete your job.  

❑ Take a few deep breaths; breath in and out.  

❑ Read a few pages of a book of your choice.   
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❑ Meditate in silence.  

❑ Light a scented candle, burn incense or use an essential oil diffuser.  

 

 

Find your support system.  

❑ Schedule video calls with colleagues, friends, and family so that you are getting that 
social time.  

❑ Speak to your supervisor if you are feeling overwhelmed by the amount of work.  

❑ Seek regular professional help; speak to a therapist, psychologist, pastor etc.  


